
10 Festival Handicaps 

Winning Profile s 

NOTE: In general this is my subjective view as to what stats stood out to me. The ‘winning profile’ is 

an attempt to find stats that all previous 10 winners hit, and that look significant enough due to the 

numbers. The idea for me is to use as few stats as possible to get a manageable shortlist from which 

to have a close look. I have listed other negatives and positives to help if needed. 

The quality of the handicaps appears to be going up and in some races the ratings gap between 

those at the top and bottom may not be that great. I have feeling it may pay not to be too dogmatic 

on ORs and Weight (remember the Welsh National that was compressed, as an example) but time 

will tell. In some of the races there still appears to be big OR /weight carried trends.  

** 

Day 1 

14:50 The Ultima Business Solutions Handicap Chase (Grade 3) (5yo+, 3m 110y) 

 

The Winning Profile 

 Age 10 or younger 

 18 or fewer chase runs 

 0-3 chase wins 

 0-2 handicap wins 

 0-2 handicap chase wins 

 0-5 chase runs at track 

 

 11-8 or less on back (exc claims)  

 4th or lower in weights 

 0-15 handicap runs 

 0-12 handicap chase runs 

 1-6 runs at track 

 0 chase wins at track 

 0-6 places (inc wins) in chases 

 0-4 places (inc wins) in handicap chases 

 

Other Negatives 

 PU LTO 

 Ran 46-60 days ago 

 OR 133-141, 151+ 

 Ran in G3 LTO 

 French Bred: Irish Bred do best.  

 



17:30 The Close Brothers Novices’ Handicap Chase (0-140) (5yo+, 2m 4f 110y) 

The Winning Profile 

 Ran within the previous 60 days (not 61+)  

 0-7 runs in handicaps 

 Placed on at least one of last two starts 

 

 

 7+ career starts  

 Top 10 in the market  

 20/1 or shorter SP 

 

Other Negatives 

 2nd -6th in weights 

 1 handicap chase run only  

Other Positives 

 Had won between C3 and G3 level only  

** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DAY 2 

14:50 The Coral Cup Hurdle (Grade 3 Handicap Hurdle) (4yo+, 2m 5f) 

 

The Winning Profile 

 Ran 31-90 days ago 

 2+ handicap runs 

 0-2 handicap wins 

 3 or fewer runs at track 

 5 or fewer career wins 

 

 Had NOT run over 25f+ previously  

 Not Top Weight or Bottom Weight (inc joints) 

 Not dropping in distance from last run 

 Ran over hurdles LTO 

 

Other Negatives 

 5+6 runs this season 

 Headgear on 

 1 handicap hurdle run only 

 Previous G3 winner 

 Ran in G1+2 LTO 

Other Positives 

 Weight ranges: (all winners) 

o 10-3-10-7: 4/49, 4p 

o 10-13-11-3: 4/53, 9p 

o 11-10-11-11: 2/8, 3p 

 Top 7 in market  / 16/1< SP 

 Won at least one of last three starts  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



16:50 The Fred Winter Juvenile Handicap Hurdle (Grade 3) (4yo, 2m 110y) 

 

The Winning Profile 

 Ran within previous 45 days (not 46+)  

 OR 133 or below  

 1-14 career runs 

 6 or fewer handicap runs 

 0 track runs 

 1+ career win (of those with UK form) 

 

Other Negatives 

 2nd or 3rd LTO (bit random/illogical maybe, not sure) 

 5th -9th in weights (0/49,6p) / clear+joint bottom weights 

 4-11 career runs (0/85,9p) 

 50/1+ SP 

 Ran in race with 6 or fewer runners LTO 

Other Positives 

 Run over 2m3f+ previously  (3/11,4p+43) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DAY 3 

14:10 The Pertemps Network Final (Listed Handicap Hurdle) (5yo+, 3m) 

 

The Winning Profile 

 Ran 1-75 days ago 

 6+ hurdle runs  

 1-3 handicap wins  

 0-2 wins in handicap hurdles  

 25/1 or shorter SP 

 

Other Negatives 

 Run over 27f or further previously  

 NOT GB/Irish Bred 

 2nd to 6th in weights  

 Bottom weight (inc joints)  

 3 career wins only (of interest, maybe not much logic)  

 Ran G2 LTO 

Other Positives 

 Carrying 10-4 to 10-12 

 OR 142 or below 

 4 + runs in prev 90 days: 4/16,5p…+70  

 6-10 hurdle runs 

 1-4 handicap hurdle runs 

 4 handicap runs only: 3/15,5p +45  

 4-6 places in hurdles  

 Ran C2/3 LTO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



16:10 The Brown Advisory & Merriebelle Stable Plate (Grade 3 Handicap Chase) (5yo+, 2m 4f) 

 

The Winning Profile 

 0-4 runs at track  

 0 wins at the track over fences  

 Did not run over 2m3f or shorter LTO 

 Did not run over 3m or further LTO 

Other Negatives 

 Top 4 in weights / Bottom weight (inc joints)  

 OR 146+ 

 Won over 24f+ previously  

 1 run only last 90 days  

 0-1 runs in handicaps only  

Other Positives 

 1-6 career wins  

 Carried 10-4 to 10-12 

 Won 3 starts ago (random but interesting.. get mark up and then protect?) (5/31,6p+54) 

 Top 2 at least once on last 3 starts  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



17:30 The Fulke Walwyn Kim Muir Challenge Cup Handicap Chase (Amateur Riders) (5yo+, 3m 1f 

110y) 

 

The Winning Profile 

 Top 10 in market  / 16/1 or shorter SP 

 1-3 chase wins  

 0-2 handicap chase wins  

 Ran at C1 or C2 LTO 

 

Other Negatives 

 French Bred 

 Won at G3 or higher  

 3 or 4 chase places (inc wins) only  

Other Positives 

 Age 7-9 

 OR 134 or higher  

 5-11 chase runs 

 Ran in race with 13+ runners LTO 

 Ran over 24f+ LTO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DAY 4 

14:10 The Randox Health County Handicap Hurdle (Grade 3) (5yo+, 2m 1f) 

 

The Winning Profile 

 11-4 or less on back (exc claims)  

 OR 139 or below  

 2+ runs this season  

 9th or lower in the weights  

 19 or fewer career starts (do not dismiss 20)  

 10 or fewer handicap runs 

 14 or fewer hurdle runs  

 1-10 hurdle wins  

 0-2 handicap wins  

 Had run at G3 level or above previously  

 6 or fewer places in hurdles (inc wins) 

 0-3 places in handicap hurdles (inc wins)  

Other Negatives 

 Age 5 or 6 

 Jockey claiming 5 or 7lb  

 8+ handicap hurdle runs 

 7+ career runs 

 Ran in non-handicap LTO 

 Ran in listed race LTO 

 6 or fewer runners LTO 

Other Positives 

 1-3 handicap hurdle runs  

 0-1 track runs  

 UK winners all ran in C1 + C2 LTO 

 Leop or Chelt LTO- 6 of last 7 winners.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

16:50 The Martin Pipe Conditional Jockeys’ Handicap Hurdle (4yo+, 2m 4f 110y) 

 

The Winning Profile 

 Age 6 or younger  

 Ran within the last 60 days (21-60 days best)  

 OR 133+  

 25/1 or shorter SP 

 17 or fewer career runs  

 7 or fewer handicap runs  

 0-1 track runs only  

 4 or fewer career wins  

 Not running at same class as LTO (so, did not run C2 LTO) 

 6 or fewer places in hurdles (incs wins)  

 

Other Negatives 

 CP or Blinkers on 

 Claiming 5lb+  

 1 or 2 handicap hurdle runs  

 3+ handicap wins  

Other Positives 

 Carried 11-5 – 11-10 

 8 or fewer hurdle runs  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



17:30 The Johnny Henderson Grand Annual Handicap Chase (Grade 3 Handicap) (5yo+, 2m 110y) 

 

The Winning Profile 

 7 or fewer career wins  

 Not running at same distance as LTO 

 Had won G3 level or above previously 

Other Negatives  

 OR 148+  

 Had run over 25f+  

 12 or fewer career runs  

 Up 3+ classes from last run  

Other Positives 

 Ran 26-60 days ago  

 Carry 11-6 or less 

 2-9 handicap runs  

 4-12 chase runs 

 8 or fewer handicap chase runs  

 0-1 handicap chase wins 

 Ran C1 or 2 LTO  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


